The Art Of Cup Cutting

Superintendents use a range of strategies in locating cups on greens, from formal "clock" or "grid" strategies to unstructured "mix-it-up" viewpoints. Whatever the strategy, superintendents' attention to detail makes the game more enjoyable for golfers and protects turf.

Cup Cutting Considerations

- Strive for a balance of fair, challenging and in-between holes.
- Locate on a constant slope or flat area.
- Avoid edges of the green.
- Locate the pin high and dry, avoiding drainage areas when rain is likely.
- Assess the condition of grass around proposed hole locations and avoid areas with shoe wear, scuffs and depressions.
- Consider heat, humidity, compaction, moisture, amount of play and wind direction.
- Train appropriate staff utilizing one or two crew members for consistency. Critical: Designated staff must understand golf.
- Designate same crew members to set tee markers to insure consistent course yardages.
- Provide quality control check of their work on a regular basis.
- Clean flag often. Replace as needed.
- Clean cup and wipe flag stick.
- Provide special treatment during tournaments, i.e., paint cups.
- Replace old cup cut evenly avoiding "volcanoes."
- Insist staff adhere to facility's cart rules which may mean they can't drive up to the green when performing duties.
- Involve the golf professional when necessary.
- Use cup cutting staff as "eyes and ears" for potential problems since they are often first on the course.

Sources: John Carlson, CGCS, Middle Bay Country Club, Oceanside, NY; Richard Laving, CGCS, Peacock Gap Golf and Country Club, San Rafael, Calif; Ronald Ross, CGCS, Hillcrest Country Club, Lincoln, Nebr.; Gary Skolnik, Fountain Grove Resort and Country Club, Santa Rosa, Calif.

Par Ex® introduces a family of mid-sized fertilizer grades designed to meet the needs of today's closely-mowed turf.

WHY MID-SIZE GRADES FOR CLOSELY-MOWED TURF?

BECAUSE fairway-sized particles are too large to apply to closely-mowed turf.

BECAUSE greens-sized products can be difficult to spread.

BECAUSE IBDU® is the most reliable, most consistent source of slow-release nitrogen.

For more information contact Precision Turf & Chemicals 7728 Commerce Circle Greenfield, MN 55373 612/559-5293 Ken Quandt Territory Manager West Allis, WI 414/327-3993

Paskvan Consulting
Route 1 Box 77A
Akeley, MN 56433
218-652-3542
Fax 218-652-2949

Specialists in Soil and Plant Nutrition Tailored to Golf Courses and Sports Turf

Services Provided:

- Complete inventory of the soils on the course or job site
- Sampling, analyzing, delivery and interpretation of the results to eliminate guesswork
- Help find corrective fertilizer materials to save money
- Physical analysis on sand-soil-peat to determine proper mixing for greens and topdressing
- Fast turn around time, yet quality is never compromised